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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 102

1 . The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by another filed

in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for

patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an

international application filed under the treaty defined in section 35 1(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this

subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United

States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

2. Claims 1-9, 16-20, 27-29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Knowles (U.S. 6622917).

Regarding claim 1, Knowles teaches a printer (printer, col. 17, lines 29-33) for printing a

first interface onto a first surface (prints URL-encoded bar code symbols on a print medium, col

17, lines 29-33 and abstract), thereby to generate a first interface surface, the first interface

including first coded data and being at least partially based on first document data that includes

first identify data indicative of at least one identity, the identity being associated with a region of

the first interface, the printer including:

(1) an actuator (printer 35, fig. 1, it is inherently that all printers include an actuator for

actuating the inks).

(2) a coded data generator (Composing/Printing Module generates coded data, col. 12,

lines 6-67, and the printer prints URL-encoded barcode symbols, col. 17, lines 29-33) configured

to generate the first coded data based at least partially on the first identity data; and

(3) a printing mechanism (printer 35, fig. 1, col. 17, lines 29-33);

(4) wherein the printer is configured to print the first interface onto the first surface (URL

encoded bar code symbols printed on various print medium, abstract), using the printing

mechanism, in response to actuation of the actuator (printer 35, fig. 1, it is inherently that all

printers include an actuator for actuating the inks).
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Regarding claim 2, Knowles further teaches a printer according to claim 1, wherein the

first interface includes visible information (visible title for URL code, figs. 7-9) in addition to the

first coded data, the visible information being based at least partially on the first document data.

Regarding claim 3, Knowles further teaches a printer according to claim 2, wherein the

visible information is indicative, to a user, of one or more options, the printer being configured

to: (1) receive indicating data (data indicating of URL address, fig. 7-9) indicative of secondary

document data associated with at least one of the options, the indicating data being sensed, by a

sensing device (bar code symbol reader, fig. 1, col 4, lines 55-67), fi^om the first coded data,

when one of the options is designed using the sensing device; (2) generate a second coded data

(URL-encoded bar symbol of Code 93 Symbology, fig. 9, col 5, lines 50-56) based at least

partially on the secondary document data; and (3) print (printer, fig. 1) a second interface onto

(print media, abstract) a second surface on the basis of the indicating data.

Regarding claim 4, Knowles further teaches a printer according to claim 3, wherein the

printer includes an input module configured to: (1) receive, fi*om the sensing device (barcode

symbol reader, fig. 1), the indicating data; (2) generate second indicating data based on the first

indicating data, the second indicating data being at least partially indicative of the response data

(URL-encoded bar symbol of Code 93 Symbology, fig. 9, col 5, lines 50-56); and (3) send

(sending coded data to the computer system, fig. 1) the second indicating data to a computer

system; (4) the printer (printer 35, fig. 1) being configured to receive the secondary document

data from the computer system.

Regarding claim 5, Knowles further teaches a printer according to anyone of the

preceding claims, wherein the options include any one or more of the following: printer status;

printer consumable status; an upper level of a hierarchical help menu; an upper level of a

network document directory; and a document function menu (URL encoded menus, col. 5, lines

25-30).
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Regarding claim 6, Knowles further teaches a printer according to claim 1, wherein the

first coded data is indicative of at least one reference point (col. 15, lines 50-60) of a region

associated with the first interface.

Regarding claim 7, Knowles further teaches a printer according to claim 6, wherein the at

least one reference point is determined on the basis of a coded data layout (layout menu, fig. 6,

col. 12, lines 5-54).

Regarding to claim 8, Knowles further teaches a printer according to claim 7, wherein the

printer is configured to received the coded data layout (layout menu, fig. 6) from the computer

system (computer system, fig. 2, col. 12, lines 5-54).

Regarding claim 9, Knowles further teaches a printer according to claim 8, further

including storage means (information storage, col. 12, lines 6-54) for storing a plurality of coded

data layouts (fig. 6), the printer being configured to: receive (communication system, fig. 1),

from the computer system, layout selection information indicative of one of the coded data

layouts; and use the layout selection information to select one of the stored coded layouts for use

in determining the at least one reference point (URL address, fig. 9).

Regarding claim 16, Knowles further teaches a printer according to any one of claims 1

to 4 or 6 to 10, the printer being configured to print the first interface onto the first surface on

demand (col. 12, lines 6-54),

Regarding claim 17, Knowles further teaches a printer according to anyone of claim 1 to

4 or 6 to 10, where the first interface is printed over a plurality of pages (URL-encoded bar code

symbols printed on the plurality of pages, col. 3, Hnes 4-67).

Regarding claim 18, Knowles further teaches a printer according to any one of claims 1

to 4 or 6 to 10, wherein the first surface is defined by a substrate (substrate, col. 9, lines 60-67).
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Regarding claim 19, Knowles further teaches a printer according to claim 18, wherein the

substrate is laminar (print media such as paper, col. 12, Hnes 40-46).

Regarding claim 20, Knowles further teaches a printer according to claim 11, wherein the

tags are disposed at predetermined positions on the first surface (i.e., center, fig. 6).

Regarding claim 27, Knowles further teaches a printer according to claim 11, wherein

each of the tags includes at least one common feature (URL address, fig. 7) in addition to the

second identity data.

Regarding claim 28, Knowles further teaches a printer according to claim 27, wherein at

least one common feature is configured to assist finding and/or recognition of the tags by

associated by tag reading apparatus (URL coded data are read by barcode reader, fig. 1).

Regarding claim 29, Knowles further teaches a printer according to claim 27, wherein the

at least one common feature is represented in a format incorporating redundancy of information

(URL encoded link to Internet site, fig. 6-7).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

4. Claims 10-15, 22-26, 30-51, 55-59 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Knowles as described in claim 1 above, and in view of Dymetman et al (U.S.

6330976).
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Regarding claim 10, Rnowles does not explicitly teach wherein the first coded data is not

substantially visible to an average unaided human eye under daylight or ambient lighting

conditions.

Dymetman, in the same field of endeavor for printing, teaches the first coded is not

substantially visible to an average unaided human eye under daylight or ambient lighting

conditions (invisible coded markings on paper, col. 3, lines 50-55 and col. 11, lines 46-52).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

was made to modify Knowles as per teachings of Dymetman because of a following reason: (1)

to prevent fraudulent uses of identifier (Dymetman, col. 4, lines 10-15); (2) to reduce distortion

of document appearance (Dymetman, col. 5, lines 39-45).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine Knowles with Dymetman to obtain the

invention as specified in claim 10.

Regarding claim 11, Dymetman further teaches a printer wherein the first coded data

includes at least one tag (URL coded tag, col. 5, lines 10-44), each tag being indicative of the

identity of the region (location identifier, col. 3, lines 55-67).

Regarding claim 12, Knowles further teaches a printer according to claim 1 1, wherein the

first coded data includes a plurality of the tags (fig. 6b), the coded data generator being

configured to ascertain a position (i.e., adjusting position of tag via GUI interface, fig. 6, col. 12,

lines 25-54) of each tag prior to printing, the respective being determined on the basis of a coded

data layout (layout menu, fig. 6).

Regarding claims 13-14, Knowles further teaches a printer according to claim 12,

wherein the coded data generator is configured to receive the coded data layout from the

computer (sends coded data layout via the communication network, fig. 1) device prior to

printing the first coded data.

Regarding claim 15, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein each of the tags

includes: first identity data defining a relative position (col. 3, lines 55-67) of that tag; and
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second identity data identifying the region (identifies a location of a zone within a page, col. 3,

lines 55-67).

Regarding claims 22 & 26, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein the tags are

disposed on the first surface within a tessellated pattern (Fig. 3) comprising a plurality of tiles,

each of the tiles containing a plurality of tags (col 7, lines 42-52).

Regarding claim 23, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein the tiles interlock with

each other (fig. 3, col. 12, lines 25-67) to substantially cover the first surface.

Regarding claims 24-25, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein the tiles are all of a

similar shape (squares, fig. 3).

Regarding claim 30, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein the at least one

common feature is rotationally symmetric (fig. 3, col. 12, Hues 30-56) so as to be rotationally

invariant.

Regarding claim 31, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein the at least one

common feature is ring-shaped (fig. 10).

Regarding claims 32-35, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein each of the tags

includes at least one orientation feature (orientation marker 206, fig. 3, col. 12, lines 30-67) for

enabling a rotational orientation of the tag to be ascertained by associated tag reading apparatus

(detection device, col. 8, lines 40-65).

Regarding claim 36, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein each of the tags

includes at least one perspective feature for enabling a perspective distortion (col. 5, lines 39-46

and col. 7, lines 42-62) of the tag to be ascertained by associated tag reading apparatus.
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Regarding claim 37, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein at least one perspective

feature includes at least four-features (orientation, page location, position, and size, col. 12, lines

30-67) which are not coincident.

Regarding claim 38, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein each tag includes

plurality tag elements (orientation, location of zones, fig. 3, col. 12, lines 30-67), the first and

second identity data each being defined by a plurality of the elements.

Regarding claim 39, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein the tag elements are

disposed in one or more arcuate bands around a central region of each tag (fig. 6b).

Regarding claim 40, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein there are a plurality of

the arcuate bands disposed concentrically (fig. 6b) with respect to each other.

Regarding claim 41, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein each element takes the

form of a dot (fig. 5a) having a plurality of possible values.

Regarding claim 42, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein the number of possible

values is two (ones and zeroes, fig. 5a).

Regarding claims 43-44, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein when representing

one of the possible values, the tag elements absorb, reflect or fluoresce electromagnetic radiation

of a predetermined wavelength or range of wavelengths (UV ink, cols. 1 1-12) to a predetermined

greater or lesser extent than the first surface.

Regarding claims 45-46, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein the tags are

sUghtly visible (visible or invisible, col. 12, lines 65-67) to an average unaided human eye under

daylight or ambient lighting conditions.
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Regarding claims 47-48, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein the first identity

data is represented in a format incorporating redundancy of information (orientation of the page,

col. 12, lines 30-67).

Regarding claims 49-50, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein the printer is an

ink printer (UV ink, col 12, lines 18-25).

Regarding claim 51, Dymetman further teaches a printer includes a separate ink channel

for printing the tags (UV inks for printing tags, col. 12, lines 1-67),

Regarding claim 55, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein at least a plurality of

the tags are disposed stochastically upon the first surface (figs. 3-10).

Regarding claim 56, Knowles further teaches a printer, wherein the tags disposed in

regular array on the first surface, in accordance with the coded layout data (fig. 6).

Regarding claims 57-58, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein the array is

rectangular (fig. 6a) and triangular (fig. 5b),

Regarding claim 59, Dymetman further teaches a printer, wherein the tags are tiled over

the first surface (col 7, lines 42-52).

5. Claims 52-54, and 60 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Knowles and Dymetman as described above, and further in view of Tanaka et al (U.S. 6145434).
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Regarding claims 52 & 60, the combinations of Knowles and Dymetman do not explicitly

teach a printer including dual printing mechanisms for printing opposite faces of the page

simultaneously.

Tanaka, in the same field of endeavor for printing, teaches a printer including a dual

printing mechanisms for printing opposite faces of the page simultaneously (simultaneous both

sides printing, col. 1 1, lines 49-59).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

was made to modify Knowles and Dymetman as per teachings of Tanaka because of a following

reason: (1) to increase printing speed by printing both sides simultaneously.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine Knowles and Dymetman with Tanaka

to obtain the invention as specified in claims 52 .& 60.

Regarding claims 53-54, Tanaka also teaches multi-color inks (CMYK, col. 9, lines 1-6).

6. Claims 61-65, 67-68, 70 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Knowles as described in claims 1 above, and in view of Kovacs et al (U.S. 5932630).

Regarding claims 61, Knowles does not explicitly disclose wherein the printing

mechanism includes an Inkjet printhead for printing ink onto the first surface.

Kovacs, in the same field of endeavor for printing, teaches the printing mechanism

includes an Inkjet printhead (ink jet printing system, col 2, lines 6-10) for printing ink onto the

first surface.

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

was made to modify Knowles as per teachings of Kovacs because of a following reason: (Inkjet

printing system provide simpler, lower cost device and high speed printing capability, Kovacs,

col. 2, lines 50-55).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine Knowles with Kovacs to obtain the

invention as specified in claim 61

.
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Regarding claim 62, Kovacs further teaches a printer, wherein the printhead is a drop on

demand inkjet printhead (col. 2, lines 6-10),

Regarding claim 63, Kovacs further teaches a printer, wherein the printhead is a

pagewidth printhead (col. 14, lines 6-10).

Regarding claim 64, Kovacs further teaches a printer, wherein the printhead is configured

to deliver a plurality of inks colors (CMYK inks, col 1, lines 15-20) onto the first surface with

one printing pass.

Regarding claim 65, Kovacs further teaches a printer, wherein the printhead includes

electro-thermal bend actuators (thermal inkjet head, col. 2, lines 38-55) to eject the ink onto the

first surface.

Regarding claim 67, Kovacs further teaches a printer including a forced filtered (airtight

enclosure, col. 4, hnes 13-26) air delivery mechanism for keeping nozzles of the printhead

relatively free ofpaper dust.

Regarding claim 68, Kovacs further teaches a printer, wherein the printer includes

moving nozzles chamber (col. 2, lines 6-67).

Regarding claim 70, Kovacs further teaches an interface surface (paper interface surface,

col. 4, lines 4-8) produced by a printer.

7. Claims 66 & 69 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Knowles

and Kovacs as described above, and further in view of Tanaka et al (U.S. 6145434).
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Regarding claims 66 & 69, the combinations of Knowles and Kovacs do not explicitly

teach a printer including dual printing mechanisms for printing opposite faces of the page

simultaneously.

Tanaka, in the same field of endeavor for printing, teaches a printer including a dual

printing mechanisms for printing opposite faces of the page simultaneously (simultaneous both

sides printing, col. 11, lines 49-59).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

was made to modify Knowles and Kovacs as per teachings of Tanaka because of a following

reason: (1) to increase printing speed by printing both sides simultaneously.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine Knowles and Kovacs with Tanaka to

obtain the invention as specified in claims 66 & 69.

8. Claim 21 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Knowles as

described in claim 1 and 17 above, and in view of Golicz (U.S. 5586710).

Regarding claim 21, Knowles does not explicitly teach a printer further including a

binding mechanism for binding the pages into a bound document.

Golicz, in the same field of endeavor for printing, teaches a printer including a binding

mechanism for binding the pages into a bound document (laser printers incorporate a stapler to

provide optional binding of completed document, col. 1, lines 15-20).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

was made to modify Knowles as per teachings of Golicz because of a following reason: (1) to

prevent pages of document (print job) falling out.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine Knowles with Golicz to obtain the

invention as specified in claim 21.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Thierry L Pham whose telephone number is (703) 305-1897. The

examiner can normally be reached on M-F (9:30 AM - 6:00 PM).
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, David K Moore can be reached on (703)308-7452. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpubhshed

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

Thierry L. Pham ^

March 29, 2004

MgABRIEL GARCIA

PRIMARY EXAMINER


